
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a manager, global strategy.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager, global strategy

Contribute to building a proactive, credible political profile for EMD Serono
with global stakeholders
Assist on strategic cross regional initiatives for Hotels.com, particularly those
including strong local/regional marketing efforts
Responsible for the data management for the whole strategy group and data
preparation for strategy board paper
Support the strategy managers in business cases development and work in
close collaboration with division controlling and regional controlling team to
ensure the business cases are all aligned with all regions
Involve actively in the annual strategy review, preparation of SIMBA report
for management review and regular business review for the management
team and strategy sponsor
Monitor the development of business result by segments and regions,
identify strategy gap together with strategic managers and deep-dive
measures
Contribute data support for continuous market evaluation and competitor
benchmarking and monitoring
Bring an analytical foundation to all work
Support SAP HCM globally for the corporation
Work with business to diagnose problems with existing SAP HCM

Qualifications for manager, global strategy

Example of Manager, Global Strategy Job Description
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Highly motivated self-starter with the ability to achieve successful results
while working in a fast-paced environment with limited structure
Ability to build relationships and influence others through financial analysis
Advanced competency in Microsoft Excel, PowerPoint
Advanced knowledge of MS Access and understanding of relational
databases a plus
Minimum of 5 years of progressive work experience in mid to large-scale
project or program management and/or consulting background, ideally with a
focus on SCM in the FMCG industry


